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In British Columbia, everyone living in a long-term care home has the 
right to participate in a resident or family council1. And so do their 
family members and representatives. These councils provide a platform 
for residents and family members to meet with each other, discuss 
concerns and ideas, share input with management, and advocate for 
change. 

INTRODUCTION
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In 2022, the B.C. Ministry of Health updated regulations governing 
long-term care, strengthening the role of resident and family councils, 
and increasing requirements for long-term care homes to support them1. 
The change happened after COVID-19 spotlighted some major systemic 
problems in long-term care as well as the harmful effects of government 
restrictions that excluded families from entering buildings and isolated 
residents out of precaution. 

Since the COVID-19 pandemic, interest in resident and family councils 
has increased, reflecting a growing recognition that residents and 
families should have a greater say within their home environments.

Now, family councils can access guidance and support through the 
Independent Long-Term Care Councils Association of B.C.2, as well as 
their respective regional associations of family councils, who provide 
networking, information, and advocacy. The provincial and regional 
health authorities have also established forums to connect council 
members. 

Although resident and family councils have been part of the fabric of 
long-term care homes for decades, we still know very little about how 
they work and whether they lead to meaningful change. This research 
study sheds light on the ways resident and family councils operate, how 
they influence change, and the policies and practices that support their 
efforts. 
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As part of a larger study looking at resident and family councils in long-
term care in BC and Manitoba, we undertook ethnographic research 
with the councils at Louis Brier Home & Hospital between May 2023 
and February 2024. To better understand how these councils work in 
practice, we attended six resident and six family council meetings and 
took notes about what we saw and heard. We also interviewed eight 
residents, four family members, and four staff members who interact 
regularly with these councils. To establish the broader policy context, we 
interviewed five experts from across BC, each with unique experience in 
resident and family councils.

After collecting the data, we analyzed our notes and interview transcripts 
from council meetings, specifically looking at: council structures and 
processes; topics discussed at each of these meetings; how topics were 
addressed by the council and management; and the perspectives of 
residents, family members, and staff on participating in councils. Below 
we outline some of our key findings, observations, and topics for further 
discussion. 

METHODS
02
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The resident council tended to focus on issues affecting their 
community’s everyday experiences. Food, social and recreational 
activities, and the home environment were central discussion points 
alongside considerations about the council itself (e.g. meeting frequency 
and structure, and elections processes). They worked towards making 
concrete changes like modifying the menu and improving accessibility. 

6&(':"(&"C'(>)/"#=((D"(:$/:,$/:'('D1()4")#(D:"4"(817&8$,($&<,7"&8"%(
8:)&/"=(),1&/(D$':($&#$/:'#()&%($%")#(<14(<74':"4(81&#$%"4)'$1&(<41+(
174(4"#")48:?

STUDY FINDINGS
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Food was a top priority for resident council, and an important area of 
influence. The group routinely discussed food-related issues and brought 
forward feedback to management. In addition, management met with 
them regularly to discuss food-related concerns and seek input on menu 
planning. 

Food is a priority issue for long-term care residents3.  Involving residents 
in decision-making about food can result in tangible improvements in 
food satisfaction4. In fact, the new national guidelines for long-term care 
identify engaging residents in menu planning as a best practice5.  

To better understand how resident council influenced food services, we 
looked more specifically at four aspects of this domain within long-term 
care: food and menu planning, mealtime experience, nutrition care, and 
eating assistance. We learned that the resident council prioritized food 
and menu planning along with mealtime experience, focusing less on 
nutrition care or eating assistance. For example, they met regularly with 
management to make changes to the current menu and provide input on 
upcoming menu cycles. They also influenced mealtime experiences like 
ensuring seasonings were available on dining tables and updating the 
way the menu is displayed.  

While the council was able to influence several changes, some 
suggestions did not progress very far due to conflicting opinions 
among council members, or because they were deemed unfeasible by 
management (e.g., reducing food waste). Other issues (like meal timing 
and temperature) were regularly discussed but did not result in a clear 
action plan. 
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51+>)4"%('1(+"&7(>,)&&$&/=($##7"#(4",)'"%('1(&7'4$'$1&(8)4"()&%(
")'$&/()##$#')&8"(D"4"(%$#87##"%(,"##(1<'"&=()&%(D:"&(B41)8:"%=(
D"4"(1<'"&(E$"D"%()#(F$&%$E$%7),2,"E",G(>41B,"+#@(H$E"&(':"(:$/:(
>41>14'$1&(1<(4"#$%"&'#(4"I7$4$&/(+1%$<$"%(%$"'#()&%(<""%$&/(
)##$#')&8"=(:1D"E"4=()%%$'$1&),(>,)&&$&/()&%()''"&'$1&(+)-(B"(
4"I7$4"%('1("&#74"(),,(>"4#>"8'$E"#()4"(81&#$%"4"%@(

!"#$%&'$()%*"+%*,+-.$+%/"0)&'$+(-&"01!"#$%&'$()%*"+%*,+-.$+%/"0)&'$+(-&"01

3:"(J1+"(.&E$41&+"&'

The resident council also influenced issues related to the home’s built 
environment. They pushed to make outdoor spaces accessible through 
renovations, and served as consultants during those renovations to 
ensure the perspectives of people with disabilities were represented. 
Residents also voiced concerns about building maintenance (e.g. mice) 
and creating soothing outdoor green spaces. 
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Renovating the courtyard to create an accessible and 
soothing outdoor space.

Renovating the upstairs patio to create an accessible 
and enjoyable outdoor space.

Repositioning the doorbell within reach of residents 
who use wheelchairs.

Ensuring elevator renovations were accessible to 
residents in wheelchairs.  

!
"
#
$

5:)&/"#('1(':"(:1+"("&E$41&+"&'(':)'(':"(4"#$%"&'(817&8$,(
:",>"%('1($&$'$)'"?

*)+$,-(517&8$,

There were important areas of overlap between the resident and family 
councils. For instance, both residents and family members expressed 
interest in improving food, building maintenance (especially dealing 
with mice), and social and recreational programming. However, 
compared to the resident council, the family council focused more on 
issues related to care practices, staffing, and policies and programs (like 
the companion program). 

6&(':"(&"C'(>)/"=(D"(:$/:,$/:'('D1()4")#($&(D:$8:(<)+$,-(817&8$,(
$&<,7"&8"%(8:)&/"=(),1&/(D$':($&#$/:'#()&%($%")#(<14(<74':"4(
81&#$%"4)'$1&(<41+(174(4"#")48:?
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K%+$##$1&#(L418"##?

The family council advocated for improvements to the admissions 
process. They administered a survey to family members, took part in 
a review and update of the admission process, and helped to revise the 
information residents and families receive upon admission:

.&%21<20$<"(L41'181,

The family council also brought forward issues related to end-of-life 
care. They advocated for improving the facility’s end-of-life protocol and 
augmenting the information residents and families receive. 

!"#$%#&'()'*+)%$,-(.(/(*$012$2(3%.4+#5$.41.$
012$%6.-%3%*7$182%#.9$.4%-%$012$#($.4(:54.$
,:.$+#.($+.9$#($(-51#+;1.+(#$()$+.<$"#&$+.$
41,,%#%&$(#$1#$+#&+=+&:1*$812+2$%=%-7$
.+3%<<<$>(9$0%$#(0$41=%$1$,-(.(/(*9$0%$#(0$
41=%$1$,13,4*%.<?+,-./01%.$.2$34

!"#&$2(9$041.$@.4%$)13+*7$/(:#/+*A$0(-B%&$
(#9$1#&$/41#5%&9$1/.:1**7C+.D2$8%%#$1&&%&$
.($.4%$,-(.(/(*E$04%#$7(:D-%$8-+#5+#5$
2(3%(#%$+#.($1$/1-%$4(3%9$.41.$.4%-%$+2$
0179$0179$3(-%$+#)(-31.+(#$5+=%#$.($.4%$
)13+*7$3%38%-2<$>($.41.$012$(#%$.4+#5$.41.$
F$012$-%1**7$,*%12%&$.($2%%<? +,-./01%.$.2$34
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2.&3$%*(#&34%(0'%+$)&'$0-%/",0/&3)%.('%'&**$+&05%(+$()%"*%*"/,)6%-.$+$%
7()%(%/"0)&'$+(83$%(#",0-%"*%"9$+3(:%(+",0'%&#:+"9&05%*""'%)$+9&/$)6%
8,&3'&05%#(&0-$0(0/$%&)),$)6%(0'%+$/+$(-&"0(3%:+"5+(##&05;%<"&05%
*"+7(+'6%/",0/&3)%#(4%7&).%-"%/"33(8"+(-$%"0%-.$)$%-":&/)%"*%).(+$'%
&0-$+$)-;%%%

!"#$%&'$()%*"+%*,+-.$+%/"0)&'$+(-&"01

;""$&/(9")&$&/<7,(5:)&/"#

Residents, family members, and staff emphasized the impact of seeing 
meaningful changes. Though the pace of change was sometimes 
characterized as “slow”, participants described contributing to real 
changes within the home as meaningful and motivating. For residents, 
seeing their ideas and efforts result in tangible improvements 
contributed to a sense of purpose and feeling valued. They were proud to 
be contributing members of the community. For instance, one resident 
commented: 

!F.D2$#+/%$.($2%%$.4+#52$3(=%9$7(:$B#(09$
)-(3$.4%$-13,$:,2.1+-2<<<$1#&$.4%$(#%$
(:.2+&%$0+**$8%$/(3,*%.%&$.((<$"#&$.($
2%%$,%(,*%$%#G(7+#5$.4%$51-&%#$3(-%$1#&$
8%+#5$21)%*7$(:.$.4%-%<$H(:$B#(09$.4%-%D2$#($
4(*%2$+#$.4%$/%3%#.<<<$F.$)%%*2$+#=+5(-1.+#5<?$
!"#$%&#'()
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!>(3%.+3%2$F$5%.$)-:2.-1.%&$8%/1:2%$2(3%$
()$.4%$(.4%-$,%(,*%$.1*B$1$*(#5$.+3%$1#&$
#%=%-$5%.$.($,:.$7(:-$+#,:.$+#<$I-$.4%$
,%-2(#$7(:$12B$1$J:%2.+(#9$.4%7$5($1-(:#&$
.4%$J:%2.+(#9$&(#D.$-%1**7$1#20%-$+.9$8:.$5+=%$
7(:$2(3%$(.4%-$+#)(-31.+(#<?

On the other hand, some council members felt discouraged if they didn’t 
feel their concerns were adequately addressed by the council or by the 
administration. As one resident expressed: 
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9""'$&/#9""'$&/#

Both councils were administered by an elected executive team (e.g., Both councils were administered by an elected executive team (e.g., 
chairs, co-chairs etc.) and had terms of reference and regularly scheduled chairs, co-chairs etc.) and had terms of reference and regularly scheduled 
meetings structured around an agenda. Whereas family council met once meetings structured around an agenda. Whereas family council met once 
a month over Zoom, resident council met in person on a weekly basis, a month over Zoom, resident council met in person on a weekly basis, 
with assistance from a recreation staff member. Once per month, the with assistance from a recreation staff member. Once per month, the 
resident council hosted a larger meeting in an open area, encouraging resident council hosted a larger meeting in an open area, encouraging 
more residents to attend. more residents to attend. 

Residents had differing opinions regarding meeting frequency. Some Residents had differing opinions regarding meeting frequency. Some 
believed meetings should be held once per week, others found this too believed meetings should be held once per week, others found this too 
much. much. 

Within the family council, some preferred to meet online because it Within the family council, some preferred to meet online because it 
made joining more accessible and convenient, while others missed the made joining more accessible and convenient, while others missed the 
social and informal aspects of gathering in person.social and informal aspects of gathering in person.

HOW WERE 
COUNCILS RUN?

!F$.4+#B$3%%.+#529$+.D2$5-%1.$.($41=%$,%(,*%$
+#',%-2(#9?$21+&$(#%$-%2+&%#.$/(:#/+*$
3%38%-<$!H(:$#%=%-$B#(0$04%-%$+.D2$5(+#5$
.($5($)-(3$.4%-%9$04%-%12$K((3$+2$1$*+..*%$
8+.$3(-%$)(-31*$2(3%4(0<$"#&$&+2G(+#.%&9$
1$*+..*%$8+.<?
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One of the family members, who also preferred in-person meetings, 
though, pointed out the advantage to doing things online: 

!F$0(:*&$/(3%$+#$+)$.4%$3%%.+#52$0%-%$+#$
,%-2(#<<<$8:.$+.D2$1$8+.$41-&%-$.($5%.$(.4%-2$
%#515%&$+#$1#&$+#$)1/.9$0%$#(0$41=%$,%(,*%$
04($G(+#$.4%$3%%.+#52$)-(3$2(3%04%-%$
%*2%<$"#&$.41.$5+=%2$.4%3$(,,(-.:#+.7$.41.$
,-%=+(:2*7$.4%7$&+&#D.$41=%<?$$

51++7&$8)'$&/(D$':(4"#$%"&'#()&%(<)+$,-(+"+B"4#

For both councils, communicating with the broader community 
of residents and families posed challenges. The family council 
communicated primarily by email and through a page on the facility 
website. But due to privacy concerns, their email list relied on family 
members who contacted them, which limited the reach of their 
communication. 

!L13+*7$/(:#/+*$&(%2#D.$41=%$1//%22$.($
)13+*7$%31+*$1&&-%22%2<$>(9$%=%-7.4+#5$0%$
&($412$.($8%$.4-(:54$@.4%$/1-%$4(3%A$1#&$
.4%+-$%31+*29?!*$+%&*,'#*-+.%/0*1,2'1%/*.#.3#45*
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For the resident council, communicating with council members and the 
broader resident community was really challenging. The council relied 
on in-person meetings and printed documents for sharing information. 
But given that most residents did not have access to the internet, 
computers, or phones, the council could not develop an adequate 
distribution list. There was no simple solution to this problem. This 
lack of internet access limited the resident council’s ability to recruit 
new members, hear from residents about their concerns or ideas, and 
communicate as a council in general. 

!M%$41=%$1$2:55%2.+(#$8(69$1#&$3(2.$
,%(,*%$&($#(.$)+**$(:.$.4(2%$2:55%2.+(#$
8(6%2<$>(9$/(33:#+/1.+(#$+2$,((-<$N:.$
.41.D2$1$,-(G%/.$.41.$-%2+&%#.2$#%%&$.($
1&&-%22$+#$OPQOR<$M%$41=%$.($/(3%$:,$0+.4$
1$017$.($-%1/4$(:.$.($.4%3$1#&$%6,-%22$
.4%+-$&%2+-%29?*,'#*4#$%&#'(*1,2'1%/*.#.3#4*
#67/+%'#&5

!N%+#5$18*%$.($41=%$(:-$(0#$&+2.-+8:.+(#$
*+2.9$1#&$.41.$1#7.+3%$1$#%0$-%2+&%#.$G(+#29$
0%$5%.$2%#.$.4%+-$+#)(-31.+(#9$1#&$0%<<$0%$
/1#$%+.4%-$-%1/4$(:.$.($.4%3$&+-%/.*7$1#&$
G:2.$2179$7(:$B#(09$!S+9$0%*/(3%<$"#&$
4%-%D2$(:-$&%1*?<$T+B%9$F$0(:*&$41,,+*7$0-+.%$
.41.$%31+*9?$*$+%&*+',(8#4*-+.%/0*1,2'1%/*.#.3#45*
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M1':(817&8$,#("&817&'"4"%(81++7&$8)'$1&(8:),,"&/"#@(!"#$%"&'(
817&8$,($&(>)4'$87,)4(<)8"%(:7/"(B)44$"4#('1(81++7&$8)'$1&(D:$8:(
D$,,(4"I7$4"(84")'$E"(#1,7'$1&#('1()%%4"##@(M1':(817&8$,#(%$#87##"%(
':"($+>14')&8"(1<(>41E$%$&/(&"D(4"#$%"&'#()&%(<)+$,$"#(D$':(
$&<14+)'$1&()B17'(817&8$,#(7>1&()%+$##$1&()&%(81&#$%"4"%(':"(
>1##$B$,$'-(1<()(D",81+"(8)4%(14(/$<'(<41+(':"(817&8$,@((

!"#$%&'$()%*"+%*,+-.$+%/"0)&'$+(-&"01!"#$%&'$()%*"+%*,+-.$+%/"0)&'$+(-&"01

!>(3%.+3%2$F$&(#D.$B#(0$+)$0%$24(:*&$8-+#5$
@.4+#52A$:,$0+.4$)13+*7$/(:#/+*$(-$#(.9$
(=%-<<<$7(:$B#(09$1-%$(.4%-$)13+*7$3%38%-2$
41=+#5$.4+29$(-$13$F$.4%$(#*7$(#%U?$$+%&*,'#*
-+.%/0*.#.3#45

6&8,7#$1&()&%(L)4'$8$>)'$1&((

Resident and family councils are responsible for making decisions and 
determining which issues they want to bring forward to management. 
When someone shares an idea, suggestion, or concern, their 
comments are heard by the council and any present staff members. 
This deliberation process can be challenging because people living in 
long-term care are diverse, and have unique experiences, needs, and 
preferences. So, some people may feel uncertain whether they should 
share their concerns with the group. 

!V41.D2$.4%$.4+#59$+2$4(0$&($0%$5+=%$.4%$
+#)(-31.+(#$.($.4%$5%#%-1*$,(,:*1.+(#U?(
+$9#&*+',(8#45
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Making this even more challenging, some of the topics raised can be 
very personal in nature (e.g. intimate care) or may stem from distressing 
experiences. For residents, many of whom have disabilities, as well as 
experiences with ageism, ableism, sexism, and/or racism, this process of 
sharing can be intimidating. Some residents described feeling excluded, 
unheard, or even disrespected at some council meetings. 

!V4%$@/(:#/+*$3%38%-A$0(:*&$8-+#5$:2$
.4%$+#)(-31.+(#$()$.4%$2.%,2$.4%7$41&$
.1B%#9$.41.$.4+2$1-%1$41&$8%%#$,+/B%&<$
>(9$%=%-7.4+#5$012$8-(:54.$.($:2$12$1$
/(3,*%.%&$.12B<$W(.4+#5$.41.$1#78(&7$.41.$
F$B#(0$()$,1-.+/+,1.%&$+#<$"#&$.($3%9$.41.D2$
#(.$.4%$017$+.$24(:*&$8%9?$$+%&*,'#*4#$%&#'(5

6'($#($+>14')&'('1(84")'"()(#)<"(#>)8"=($&(D:$8:(817&8$,(+"+B"4#(<"",(
$&8,7%"%()&%(4"#>"8'"%@(K#(1&"(4"#$%"&'(>1$&'"%(17'=()881+>,$#:$&/(
':$#(4"I7$4"#('4)$&$&/()&%("C>"4$"&8"($&(/417>(<)8$,$')'$1&()&%(
>)4'$8$>)'$1&?

!"#$%&'$()%*"+%*,+-.$+%/"0)&'$+(-&"01

!X%(,*%$41=%$.($8%$.1:54.$.4%#$4(0$.($
,1-.+/+,1.%$+)$.4%7D=%$#%=%-$8%%#$.1:54.$(-$
+)$.4%7D=%$#%=%-$B#(0#$4(0<$F.$317$8%$31#7$
()$.4%2%$,%(,*%$41=%#D.$8%%#$+#$3%%.+#52<?$$
!"#$%&#'()
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;1+"(1<(':"(4"#1748"#()E)$,)B,"(':417/:(':"(N&')4$1(K##18$)'$1&(
1<(!"#$%"&'(517&8$,#O(+)-(B"(7#"<7,($&(':$#(4"/)4%=(B7'(D"(817,%(
&1'(<$&%(>41E$&8$),('4)$&$&/(1>>14'7&$'$"#(14(4"#1748"#(#>"8$<$8),,-(
%"#$/&"%(<14(M5(4"#$%"&'#(1&(':"(#7BP"8'(1<(/417>(<)8$,$')'$1&=(14(
"I7$'-=(%$E"4#$'-()&%($&8,7#$1&@(3:$#($#()&($+>14')&'(>1,$8-(/)>(
)<<"8'$&/(:1D(817&8$,#(47&($&(M5Q#(,1&/2'"4+(8)4"(#"8'14@(H1$&/(
<14D)4%=(D"(D17,%(,$R"('1(#""(')$,14"%()&%()88"##$B,"('4)$&$&/(
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In this section, we discuss the organizational practices and contexts that 
influenced how councils operated.  

.#')B,$#:$&/(8,")4(81++7&$8)'$1&(8:)&&",#(

A key function of resident and family councils is to provide input to 
management. Often, concerns or suggestions were raised by council 
to management. At other times, management sought feedback from 
councils on specific topics (e.g., menu planning; new ID badges). 
Residents, family members, and staff emphasized the importance of 
having a clearly defined mechanism of communication and feedback. 

For instance, the family council executive team and the senior leadership 
team met once every two months. Council members valued this system 
of communication:

ORGANIZATIONAL 
CONTEXT

!M%$/41#5%&$.4%$)(-31.$2($.41.$0%$&+&#D.$
41=%$.4+2$,((-$2.1))$*+1+2(#$41=+#5$.($/(3%$
+#.($(:-$3%%.+#52$1.$Y,3$1).%-$.4%+-$=%-7$
*(#5$&179$1#&$.-7+#5$.(<<$31#15%$.4%$37-+1&$
()$J:%2.+(#2$.41.$1-%$-%1**7$5%1-%&$.($1**$
.4%$&+2/+,*+#%2<<<$"#&$2($0%$(-51#+;%&$
(:-2%*=%2$.($41=%$@-%5:*1-A$3%%.+#52$0+.4$
2%#+(-$*%1&%-24+,<?$$!:+.%/0*.#.3#4)
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Staff members also felt this system helped to clarify communication and 
accountability:

For the resident council, the mechanism of communication and feedback  
was somewhat less clear. Managers and members of the senior leadership 
team frequently attended council meetings and met with council 
executives, but it was not clear to all residents how ideas and concerns 
were communicated or followed up on. This could lead some residents to 
question what happened with their concerns:

!F$.4+#B$G:2.$*+B%$-%1**7$/*%1-$1/.+(#$+.%329$
04(D2$-%2,(#2+8*%$)(-$041.9$B%%,+#59$*+B%$
-%1**7$5((&$&(/:3%#.1.+(#9$31B+#5$2:-%$
.41.$.4%$)(**(0':,D2$.4%-%9$2(-.$()$41=+#5$
*(529$04(D2$1//(:#.18*%$)(-$041.9$F$.4+#B$
.41.D2$B+#&$()$B%7<?$!;(+-- )

!@V4%$31#15%-A$#(&2$4%-$4%1&$1#&$24%$2172$
!7%29$FD**$*((B$+#.($+.<?$"#&$+)$24%$&(%29$F$
&(#D.$B#(09$1#&$+)$24%$&(%2#D.9$F$&(#D.$B#(0$
.41.$%+.4%-<$>(9$F$&(#D.$B#(0$041.$41,,%#2$
(#/%$0%$8-+#5$.41.$:,<?$$!"#$%&#'()

!"#$%&'$()%*"+%*,+-.$+%/"0)&'$+(-&"01

!"#$%"&'()&%(<)+$,-(817&8$,(:)E"(%$<<"4"&'(&""%#=(#1(':"-(+)-(
4"I7$4"(%$<<"4"&'(+"':1%#(1<(81++7&$8)'$1&(D$':(+)&)/"+"&'@(
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M7'(1&"(':$&/($#(8,")4?(':"(4"/7,)4()''"&%)&8"(1<(+)&)/"4#()&%(
#"&$14(,")%"4#:$>()'(4"#$%"&'(817&8$,(+""'$&/#(4"),,-(:",>"%('1(B7$,%(
4",)'$1&#:$>#(B"'D""&(':"(817&8$,()&%(#')<<@(K'(':"(#)+"('$+"=(':"(
#-#'"+(1<(81++7&$8)'$1&()&%()8817&')B$,$'-(B"'D""&(':"(4"#$%"&'(
817&8$,()&%(+)&)/"+"&'(D)#(&1'(),D)-#(8,")4('1("E"4-1&"($&E1,E"%=(
)&%(#1+"(4"#$%"&'#(<17&%(':$#(%$#8174)/$&/@(9)&)/"+"&'(14(#"&$14(
,")%"4#:$>(817,%(>41%78"()(<1,,1D27>(%187+"&'()<'"4(+""'$&/#('1(
17',$&"(D:$8:()8'$1&($'"+#(:)%(B""&(')R"&(8)4"(1<=()&%(D:$8:(D"4"(
#'$,,($&(>41/4"##=(<14("C)+>,"@(

!"#$%&'$(&)%$*+,-..)"(

Both council members and staff valued having strong support from 
senior leadership. This “support from above” helped staff prioritize the 
council’s concerns even with other competing workplace demands at 
play. 

!V4%-%$#%%&2$.($8%$-%1*$8:7'+#$)-(3$.4%$
)1/+*+.7$(,%-1.(-9$1#&$.4%$2.1))9$1#&$%=%#$.4%$
8(1-&<<<$V4%7$#%%&$.($B#(0$04($0%$1-%$12$
-%2+&%#.$1#&$)13+*7$/(:#/+*29$(:-$8%#%)+.2$
.($.4%$/(33:#+.79$.($.4%$-%2+&%#.29$.($.4%$
)13+*79$1#&$<<<$7(:$B#(09$-%1**7$4(0$.($0(-B$
.(5%.4%-$)(-$.4%$/(33(#$5((&9?$$+%&*,'#*
-+.%/0*1,2'1%/*.#.3#4
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7(:$B#(09$\0%$41=%#D.$5(..%#$1$-%2,(#2%$(#$
.4+29D$"#&$.4%$Z[I$0+**$.4%#$)(**(0$:,$0+.4$
1$3%38%-$()$04(%=%-<<<$F.$/41#5%2$.4+#52$
/(#2+&%-18*7$04%#$.4%$Z[I$+2$&(+#5$.41.9$
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;7>>14'$&/(817&8$,#(8)&(B"(81+>,$8)'"%(<14(#')<<@(6&(#1+"(8)#"#=(
':"-(+)-(&1'()/4""(D$':()(817&8$,Q#(%"8$#$1&=(14(':"-(+)-(:)E"(
81&8"4&#()B17'(817&8$,(>418"##"#()&%(%-&)+$8#@(;')<<()4"(1<'"&(
/4)>>,$&/(D$':(81+>"'$&/(%"+)&%#(1&(':"$4('$+"()#(D",,=()&%(+)-(
"&817&'"4(%$<<$87,'-(/"''$&/(':"$4(>""4#('1(<1,,1D(7>(1&($##7"#@(*14(
':"#"(4")#1&#=(#')<<(<",'($'(D)#($+>14')&'('1(:)E"(#7>>14'(<41+(#"&$14(
,")%"4#:$>('1(>4$14$'$S"(':"(817&8$,Q#(81&8"4&#()&%('1(:",>(#')<<(
&)E$/)'"()&-($##7"#(':)'()4$#"@((

!"#$%&'$()%*"+%*,+-.$+%/"0)&'$+(-&"01

!"#1748"(!"I7$4"+"&'#

Resources are always required to support and respond to councils. This 
includes a considerable time commitment from staff and management, 
as well as space, equipment, and resources like a website, email, and 
access to printing etc. Council chairs and executive members also devote 
significant unpaid labour to each council.
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It’s important to make note of the additional resources resident councils 
require to enable their full participation. This includes having support 
staff facilitate meetings. For example, recreation staff typed and printed 
the weekly agenda, set up the tables and microphone, brought residents 
to and from meetings, passed around the microphone, and typed and 
distributed meeting minutes. Because the council communicated 
primarily through face-to-face meetings, this required management, 
allied health staff, and senior leadership to regularly attend meetings.

!F$012$J:+.%$5-1.%):*$.41.$@.4%$/(:#/+*$/('
/41+-2A$.((B$:,$.4%+-$.+3%$.($/41+-$.4+2$
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!:+.%/0*.#.3#4)
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#%/%221-7$2:,,(-.<?$!;(+-- )
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=",0/&3%>&)&8&3&-4

Given the time and energy that residents, families, and staff put into 
councils, and the resulting achievements, some participants pointed out 
the importance of recognizing and celebrating this work. 
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THE BROADER 
LEGAL CONTEXT

K88"##('1(6&<14+)'$1&()&%(N7'#$%"(;7>>14'(

The family council had established ties to organizations that support 
family councils including the Vancouver Coastal Association of Family 
Councils and the Independent Long-term Care Councils Association of 
BC. The council executives were well informed of the current regulations 
and rights of family councils. By contrast, resident council members 
were not aware of the changes to regulations that impact resident 
councils. Residents wanted more information about their rights, the 
purpose of councils, how other councils work, and opportunities to 
connect with other resident councils. During one council meeting, a 
resident commented:

Another resident wanted more information about the status of the 
resident council: 

!]+54.2U$^($0%$%=%#$41=%$1#7$-+54.2U?$$
!"#$%&#'()
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CONCLUSIONS
04

The resident and family councils addressed issues that may 
otherwise be overlooked. They contributed to a range of 
meaningful changes.

The councils focused on distinct but overlapping issues. Going 
forward, they may wish to consider collaborating on topics of 
shared interest. 
 
Residents and family members have diverse experiences, 
preferences, and concerns. Finding common ground can be 
challenging. 
 
It is important to create a safe space, in which all council 
members feel included and respected. Accomplishing this may 
require training in group facilitation. 
 
Participants emphasized the importance of having support 
from senior leadership and a defined mechanism for 
communicating with management.
 
Residents, family members, and staff dedicated significant 
time to council activities. Councils and leadership may wish 
to consider ways to recognize their contributions and increase 
the visibility of both councils and their achievements.    
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